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ABSTRACT: Because of the nature of efficiency and load 

balancing, LEACH based hierarchical routing protocols mixed 

with trust management techniques can be one of the good 

choices to design a trustable and secured wirelesssensornetwork 

where each node can trust highly on the next hop on their 

forwarding path.Trust management models can be used as much 

powerful while aimimg at designing a secured and attack-

resistant protocol for  routing in  wireless sensor networks.In 

case of trust management models,there are various 

methodologies and ways exist for computing  trust value of a 

normal sensor node and/or that of a cluster head node and 

afterwards the resulted trust value can be used in different ways 

to find a secure routing path.This paper aims to provide a trust 

management scheme to address the packet drop attack or 

blackhole attack made  by a compromised sensor node inside 

WSNs.Alongwith the security feature against the above attack,we 

have implemented DIJKSTRA shortest path algorithm to regain 

the speed efficiency which may have been degraded due to trust 

computation in various phases of the routing inside and outside 

of clusters in  the network. 

 

Index Terms:DIJKSTRA shortest path,LEACH, multi-

hop,WwirelessSsensorNetwork,Blackhole attack,Trust 

Management 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Prior to routing information about the events,if a trust 

model will be designed which will show the trustworthiness 

of the neighbourhood of nodes,then when a event takes 

place,the nodes has not to calculate the trusting score of 

neighbour nodes,they will just use the priorly calculated 

trusted scores of their neighbour nodes and decide the route 

in which they have to forward their packets with maximum 

trust.In adherence to the priorly computed trusted model 

,the routing will be very faster ,also that will be very much 

secure.So,we can have a very efficient,secure,faster network 

which will be the very necessity of networks like WSNs 

where in many of the instances it will be needed to route 

correct information about events in a very faster rate with 

consideration of limited memory,processing,battery powers 

in between event nodes and base stations.Hence,it is of 

great importance to build trust models in passive stage of 

WSNs (when event does not occur) and use those trust 

model and routing strategy in active stage whenever an 

event occurs.In this  proposed model we have calculated 

trust values in between nodes of a WSN during passive 

(offline) stage and  have tried to use an efficient routing 

algorithm at the active(online)stage.In that sense,tried to 

build a very efficient and trustable WSN both for small and 

moderate-scale networks.     In WSNs,the main role of trust 

model is that of identification of the node which 

misbehaves in the network and also the modules helps in 

the collaboration among the trustable nodes.  
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Another positive feature of the model is that it improves the 

lifetime of networks because of the communication among 

only honest nodes, disregarding inclusion of dishonest 

nodes and usage of feedback for the  

guidance of future decisions taken by nodes for deciding the 

correct trustable routing path for communication.There are 

different categories of trust classified in many different 

ways based on different features.: 

 

Feature Categories of TRUST 

Based on observation  Direct Trust 

 InDirect Trust 

Based on property o Social TRUST 

o QOS TRUST 

Based on the place of 

usage 

 

 

 Behavioural TRUST  

 Computational 

TRUST 

Based on cooperation 

 

 

o Communication 

TRUST 

o Data TRUST 

 

The basic requirements of WSN are: 

 

(i)Reliability- A WSN should be trustable and reliable for 

the users. 

(ii)Scalability- Upon demand,a WSN should easily be 

upgradable or expandable. 

(iii)Power efficiency-A WSN should be operable with 

minimum power. 

(iv)Mobility- A WSN should be capable to move from 

place to place in an easy manner. 

(v)Responsiveness-A WSN should react quickly i.e A wsn 

should be responsive[1]. 

Performance matrics of a wsn includes 

Scalability,energy efficiency,prolongation of stability 

period,network lifetime prolongation,efficient 

datadelivery,average routing overhead ,average end-to-end 

delay,how easily to be deferred from nodes of faulty 

nature,Quality of service ,time constraints etc[2]. 

Applications of sensor networks can be our day to 

day life as well as in other fields like military 

applications.Varieties of methods can be used to compute 

the trust value of a WSN node. The trust management 

methods can be event-based,reputation-based ,agent-based 

and collaborative trust management etc.In event-based trust 

management models,at a specific time event the trust rate 

will be calculated or that can be done at a periodic basis. In  

case of trust management models based on reputation,a 

node will store count of packets those has been transferred 

from that of a node and then rate of packets transferred from 

it's successive node will be 

computed.  
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An agent node is used for storing information of 

transferred packet from that of a cluster of nodes In case of 

agent-based trust models.Business models will be used to 

calculate trust In  the case of collaborative trust 

management models[3]. 

This paper discusses the various works those have 

been done till date for designing trust models for the 

security of WSNs as well  provides a new idea to develop 

trust amomg the various nodes of a wsn which further can 

help for the development of an efficient light weight 

protocol for the above network.First of all,In section 

II.A,discussion is on the various works of routing protocols 

done for wsns.Then in the next section II.B, the LEACH 

variant routing protocols, in section II.C, Dijkstra algorithm 

and in Section II.D, some of the important trust and 

reputation models for wsns has been discussed. After going 

through the various works on routing and trust management 

models of wsns, in Section III.A, we have proposed  DI-

TRUST, a trustable model for secure routing in 

WSNs.Section III.C comprises of the result of the proposed 

model. 

 

II.  RELATED WORK 

 

This section starts with the discussion of various routing 

protocols. Routing is an essential activity in case of any wsn 

since how fast and correct manner a base station can listen 

to the originate nodes or events will give a profound impact 

on performance of the wsn and the above can be achieved 

only if we are using an efficient routing protocol.The 

different research challenges for routing in wsn are:Diverse 

topologies,Multiple sources/destinations, Multi-objective 

routing,QoS with multiple constraints, Security 

routing,Energy demand,Network applications,Development 

platforms etc.[4] 

 

A.Routing Protocols in WSNs 

 

Wireless communication technologies advancement and  

manufacturing  of  cost effective  wireless devices,these are 

the two main reason for the widespread use of  wireless 

sensor networks. In each application,the sensor nodes 

transmit  their collected information to the sink nodes or 

base stations for processing purposes after sensing  the 

target area.Design of efficient routing protocols  with 

respect to different performance parameters  of different 

applications is an  important issue in case of wireless 

networks,particularly wsns.The traditional routing protocols 

exist in wireless sensor networks are single-path routing in 

which route discovery performed with minimum resource 

utilization and computational complexity,But a single path 

routing approach has  limited capacity due to which the 

achievable network throughput highly reduces. To deal with 

the above single-path routing technique limitations, routing 

approach such as multipath routing has been used in case of  

wireless sensor and ad hoc networks. multipath routing 

approach construct multiple number of  paths in between 

individual sensor nodes to the destination.Utilization of 

different  paths can be concurrently done for providing 

sufficient  network resources in heavy traffic 

situations.Every source node  alternatively uses one path for 

transmission of data  and switches to another different path 

in the presence of failure(of a node or of a link).The above 

routing approach  is known as alternative path routing and 

mainly used for the purpose of fault-tolerance.Multipath 

routing schemes are used in case of different network 

management purposes like improving Quality of Service 

(QoS),fault-tolerant support,data transmission,reliability 

and providing congestion control for wired and also for 

wireless networks.In[2],Al-Karaki et al classified the 

routing protocols in case of wireless sensor networks as in 

Fig1. 

 
[Fig1. Hierarchy of Routing protocols in wsns] 

The survey paper discussed  advantageous,disadvantageous 

features and problems of many routing protocols like VM-

LEACH,EEICCP,ECHERP,HSEP,MqoSP,LFCPMWSN,R

PFS-

MP,ASLBRP,WB_TEEN,WBMTEEN,LIEMRO,EFRP-

ED,HCBQRP,EECBR-RP etc.Also the above paper 

categorize routing protocols in wsns into 3 types w.r.t 3 

basis as shown in fig2. 

 
[Fig2. Types of Routing in WSNs] 

According to another survey[5],there are 7 categories of 

routing models in wsns as shown in Fig3. 
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[Fig3. Categories of Routing in WSNs] 

B. Leach  Protocol And Its Variant  

 

LEACH(Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) by 

Heinzelman, W. R.,et al[6] is a cluster based,distributive 

routing protocol.In LEACH,periodically cluster heads are 

elected randomly.Leach works in 4 steps: 

 Advertisement step 

 Setup step of clusters 

 Creation of schedule step and  

 Data Transmission step 

Every sensornode of the network generates a random number  

with value ranges between  0 to 1.If the above random 

number is smaller than T(n) which is the threshold value as 

shown  in the following equation(1) ,the corresponding 

sensornode becomes the cluster head in the current 

round.The threshold value:  

T(n)= -------------(1) 

 

The process start again after l/p rounds.Each node which 

has been  selected as cluster head at  present round will send  

advertisement message.All  remaining non-clusterhead(non-

CH) nodes in the network, after receiving the above will 

take the decision about their clusterhead for the current 

round. Once cluster heads has been selected, steady-state 

step starts in which the sensor nodes starts sensing and 

transmits sensed data to their cluster-heads on basis of 

TDMA schedule . 

There is a huge list of works done as the variant of the 

LEACH[33,7] to overcome some of the weakholes of the 

said protocol and to build very good and efficient routing in 

wsns.Some weakholes of Leach protocols are: 

 Maintaining the fixed  number of cluster heads at 

each round with a restriction that each node can 

become CH within every 1/p rounds exactly once 

can be difficult at all times. 

 The threshold value T(n) which is used to select 

cluster heads at each round.In our proposed 

scheme ,modifications has been done in the 

threshold value and is seen better result in terms of 

different parameters. 

 Leach assumes that each of cluster heads created in 

a round are at same distance from that of the sink 

or base station and cluster heads will directly send 

the aggregated information collected from their 

members to the base station without any 

intermediaries.But,practically,it may not be true in 

many applications.In reality,the cluster heads 

nearer to base station uses less power to send 

message as compared to remote ones.Many variant 

works on LEACH has been done to resolve the 

above issue. 

 Energy  utilized in unbalanced manners if cluster 

heads those are created in a round are not 

distributed evenly,thus decreasing network-

lifetime[20].  

 Security features is missing in the Original 

LEACH protocol.  

Till date,there are lots and lots of research has been 

conducted resulting in a huge list of LEACH-Variant 

protocols. 

The objective of many of the above protocols is to 

overcome one or multiple number of problems of original 

LEACH with keeping basic steps of routing protocol similar 

to that of original LEACH protocol.Section II.B.1 to II.B.3 

discuss some of LEACH-variants protocols from 3 

perspectives as follows. 

Section II.B.1 discuss some LEACH-variant protocols 

based on random numbers,section II.B.2 and section II.B.3 

discuss LEACH-VARIANT energy efficient protocols and 

some trust based LEACH protocols respectively. 

B.1. LEACH improvements based on Random 

Numbers 

Many improvement works in the direction of above has 

been done during years.  

 

 In one Improved LEACH work known as Gaussian 

LEACH protocol[8],authors have suggested Gaussian 

distribution of random numbers for selection of random 

numbers(between 0 and 1)which will be done at the 

beginning of each round.The measurement of  network 

time is done  using the following performance 

parameters:FND(First Node Dies or 99% of total nodes 

alive),HNA or HND(Half of the Nodes Alive or 50% of 

total nodes Die) and LND(Last Node Dies or 90% node 

dies).Results in the above paper shows that Gaussian 

LEACH outperforms original in terms of many 

parameters. 

 

 In another work known as AL-LEACH[10],the random 

number has been generated as per the following equation: 

               RND= rnd ∗ ((N − Dead)/N) 

During Cluster Setup Phase, each node assumes a random 

number,rnd, between 0 and 1, and it is weighted as per 

the above Equation; where N is the total nodes deployed 

in the network and Dead is the  number of dead nodes 

during a particular round. A node becomes CH, if RND is 

less than T(n),where T(n) is the threshold equation. 

Simulation results showed AL-LEACH attains the highest 

value of FND, HNA and LND for 11.11%, 16.66% and 

100% times respectively. 

B.2. Energy-efficient Leach Improved Protocols 

In one energy-efficient work[20], QOS parameters like 

energy spent, end to end delay, throughput, packet delivery 

ratio is computed retaining the wireless topology and 

transmission mechanism of LEACH SCHEME. 

MODLEACH [22] tends to minimize network energy 

consumption by selecting same cluster heads for next 

round/s with a condition that node have energy greater than 

threshold energy.In case of Energy efficient hierarchical 

clustering (EEHC)[23], 

formation of clusters in 

network is done properly 

and there is an 
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improvement in the storage level of energy at individual 

node.Also,there is decrease in energy consumption. S-

LEACH[24] protocol used SPIN method within LEACH 

setup stage to decrease redundancy between identical or 

similar packets and gives better results as compared to 

LEACH in terms of energy efficiency, network lifetime and 

other parameters. Low-energy consumption unequal 

clustering protocol(LCUCR)[30], adopts multi-hop 

communication in between clusters and selection of 

clusterheads(CHs) and sub-clusterheads(sub-CHs) is done 

by taking distance and energy factors into the fitness 

function.forming an optimal path between cluster head and 

base station. Communication between cluster head and that 

of base station has done via sub-cluster heads. To minimize 

the problem of intra-cluster communication and hot spot 

problems, in uneven clustering, a intra-cluster multi-hop 

technique, has been proposed in[34].After completion of 

every round, the BS is checking  cluster head’s and their 

one hop child node’s residual energy and If it is less than or 

equal to total energy’s p fraction, then the  BS will start new 

CH selection process. The above scheme saves energy by  

minimizing intra-cluster distance of communication 

avoiding CH rotation per round,In another paper[35] by the 

above author, a grid-based, unequal, fixed cluster strategy 

with an advanced data collection strategy has been 

proposd.Selection of CH is done based on member node’s 

minimal cumulative transmission distance. The above paper 

has optimizes time value or round number of  CH change 

and  establishes  relationships in between clusters of 

different size with the use of a factor(r).In LEACH-

C[37],selection of  CHs is done by using  node energy and 

location awareness knowledge. In another improved version 

of LEACH protocol,known as LEACH-E[38], to select 

CHs, residual energy based minimum spanning tree 

technique is used. In IBLEACH[39], to minimize the 

energy consumption of the network,a pre-stage phase 

defined in between the setup and the steadystate phase. 

LEACH-EX[40] is a variant of LEACH-E protocol with a 

modified threshold function and selection of CHs is done 

through node’s energy.LEACH-GA[9] defines a preparation 

phase along with the setup and steady state phases at the 

very beginning of first round. Election of  CHs is done  

using optimal probability and  genetic algorithm. 

                   

B.3. LEACH Protocols based on Trust Factors 

 

There are many security vulnerabilities present in the 

LEACH protocol[7].Some of  the security loopholes which 

can be created in the set up phase by the attackers are listed 

as follows: 

 

 An attacker wants to create a wrong TDMA 

schedule by availing a false member list to the CH  

  By broadcasting advertisement message, A 

malicious node may declare itself as ClusterHead 

 From the clustering process, attackers are able to 

achieve information about cluster members and 

clusterheads 

 By jamming or DoS attacks, attackers can try to 

disrupt the clustering process  

 Attackers  prevents some node for joining cluster 

or they themselves join cluster in setup phase   

Since performance of  important functions  like data 

aggregation and data routing etc. are done by the cluster 

heads in case of a hierarchical protocol, unauthotized and 

inappropriate cluster head selection is one of the dangerous 

attack in case of LEACH. The proposed DI-TRUST model 

restricted the malicious nodes (with –ve  trust value) to 

become the cluster head, hence gurantees to have non-

malicious nodes as cluster heads.In Research paper[19],it 

has been considered a versatile  trust based secure 

communication scheme using low-energitic,centralised 

cluster head(TF-LEACH C) in case of wireless sensor 

networks. This work uses trust parameters upon LEACH-

C(LEACH-Centralised) protocol .LEACH-C is in 

basically the same as LEACH protocol with minor changes. 

Original LEACH is somewhat distributed in the sense that 

during SET-UP phase, decision about cluster head will be 

done at node level. But LEACH-C uses centralized 

approach for selection of  cluster heads in  each round. All 

sensor nodes communicate energy level and their position-

related information to the base station, providing all 

necessary information for calculation of  the average node 

energy. The protocol functioning of  each round is 

consisting of four phases.They are: 

(i) Advertisement phase (ii) Cluster setup phase (iii) 

Schedule Creation (iv) Data Transmission. 

Evaluation of trust value of a wireless sensor network node 

is usually done by trust factors like data, communication, 

Functionality, Energy,Location, Trust update, Risk etc. All  

seven trust factors are evaluated and combined together to 

know the trustfulness of sensor nodes. Trust calculation in 

TF-LEACH C is done as follows: Every node’s information 

is maintained by the cluster heads in a table with 5field 

entries(NODEID,A,B,R,S). Here, NODEID represents the 

id of the node for which trust value is calculated, A,B  are 

the number of successful operations and unsuccessful 

operations respectively(upto last TDMA schedule), R,S are 

the number of successful operations and unsuccessful 

operations respectively(in the current TDMA schedule). S 

value of the trust factor of  node N in the table is 

incremented by 1, if  node id of N is specified in the 

malicious list sent by cluster head,otherwise  R value of the 

above node is incremented. The A and B values of a node is 

updated by equations detailed in[19]. TLEACH is a WSN 

trust protocol by Song et al.[21]. It is the LEACH with trust 

component addition.Nodes as cluster heads,select the 

highest trust value known from their neighbors. The 

distributed algorithm in the above scheme has high 

convergent speed, but trust management with reputation 

may be vulnerable to collusion attacking. Two main 

components in TLEACH are:the Trust Evaluation Module 

and  the Monitoring Module. A Neighbor Situational Trust 

Table (NSTT) is  maintained by each sensor node filling 

with trust value entries for each pair of nodes(ids,situational 

operations). Since nodes may or may not behave 

maliciously for all the operations.Situational operations 

have an individual trust value such as data sensing and 

routing.LEACH-TM[25]selects cluster head based on the 

trust and the malicious nodes are detected.but it consumes 

more energy and involves communication overhead.  

 

TBE-LEACH[26] has been proposed for energy efficient 

routing. 
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C. Trust and Reputation Models in WSNs 

Attacks those may be done by malicious nodes in wsns are:  

 False data attack: To mislead base station’s process of 

decision-making,a malicious node reports false  reading.  

 False energy attack: False energy reporting of a 

malicious node to become cluster head.The malicious 

node drops all received data packets after being selected 

as cluster head.  

 Black-hole attack: The malicious node drops all 

received packets.  

 Gray hole attack: Selectively forwarding,dropping and 

tampering integrity the data packets by a malicious node. 

 Packet delay attack: Other than the given time 

schedule, the  malicious node will send data packets to 

cluster head and the later, discard the data packet by 

assuming it is old .  

 Badmouth attack: False trust value reporting  of a 

well-behaved  sensor node is done by a malicious node. 

The   false report will damage the reputation of the well-

behaved node.  

 

While evaluating the trust degree on the node N by node 

M,mainly following  trust factors are analyzed[32]: 

   

(1)Successfully sending packets rate: Node N’s successful 

rate of sending packets in a period T.  

(2) Received packets rate: Change of node N’s received 

packets rate in a period T.  

(3)Packets forwarding rate : Rrelation between sent packets 

and received packets of node N in a period T. 

(4) Node availability: Relativity between hello packets sent 

and ACK feedbacks received by node M.  

(5)Time frequency: Time relativity of context content in 

period T.  

(6) Data consistency: Degree of difference for sending data 

packets between node N and its neighbor nodes.  

 (7) Security grade: Security requirements in accordance of 

different application fields of the network  like Battle field, 

emergency response etc. 

A neighbor node can be malicious or not can be determined 

by their trust value. By using above concept,paper[11] 

detect jamming, hello flood and selective forwarding 

attacks for a sensor network.    

A resource-friendly and simple trust model,known as 

AEMP model has been presented in[12]. Data and 

communication trust has been used in[13] and reputation 

based trust is in [14]. Survey works on trust factors and trust 

models has been done in[15,17]. In another work[16] on 

trust models in wsns, data and communication trust has 

been computed for discrete and continuous events. 

Behaviour trust, historical trust, weighted trust, 

comprehensive trust, energy trust, locational trust can also 

have a role for constructing secure routing path of 

wsns.According to[18],there are three ways for using trust  

In routing decisions.The three ways are: 

i.  Trust-centric next hop selection  

ii.  Shortest Distance to Destination considered 

First(SDDF)  and  

iii. Weighted Routing Cost Function, 

Trust Management models in wsns can be structured as in 

Fig4.  

 
 

 

 

D. DIJKSTRA’s  Algorithm 

 

Dijkstra’s algorithm for the shortest path Problem,from the 

point of view of Dynamic programming is a successive 

approximation scheme which solves the above problem by 

the Reaching method. In this case, Dijkstra’s explanation 

paraphrases the logic of the Bellman’s principle of 

optimality in the context of shortest path problem which 

states as follows: 

“In the problem of finding the shortest path in between 2 

nodes, say A and B,if C is one of the node In the minimal 

path from A to B ,then minimal path knowledge of A to C 

can be obtained from that of the minimal path knowledge of 

A to B”. Even though there are many variants of Dijkstra 

algorith present,in our proposed model we have used the 

original Dijkstra algorithm which finds the shortest path 

between two nodes of a graph with positive weighted edges. 

There are many works made in the literature with routing 

protocols in wsns. Since LEACH has motivated many 

researchers to further investigate the said protocol, no need 

to say, LEACH has been improved by many refinements 

using DIJKSTRA’s  ALGORITHM alongwith other 

shortest path algorithms. Since,our proposed work uses 

DIJKSTRA’s  ALGORITHM  to find the shortest path in 

between message source node(non-cluster-head or non-

clusrter-member) to the sink, listed below some works of 

implementation of DIJKSTRA’s  ALGORITHM within 

wsn, particularly within the LEACH routing protocol.  

The algorithm[27] generates shortest hop braided multipath 

in order to be used for fault-tolerance or load-balancing. It 

guarantees the BFS tree and generates near optimal paths in 

O(V.D+V) message complexity and O(D
2
) time complexity 

regarding the communication costs towards the sink after 

termination of algorithm. The improved LEACH-

DT(LEACH-Dynamic threshold[28] algorithm has balanced 

energy consumption of various nodes in network, reduced 

average energy consumption of the nodes, postponed death 

time of the first node in network, extended the life time of 

network, and increased the network throughput. LEICP 

(low energy intelligent clustering protocol)[29], an 

improvement of the LEACH protocol is proposed to 

overcome the shortcomings 

of LEACH. LEICP aims at 

balancing the energy 

consumption in every 

[Fig4. Trust Management in Wsns] 
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ETX(k,dis)        dis     

 

 

                                                              

 

Eelc*k 

 

 

 

E 

ERX(k) 

 

 

      

 Eelc*k 

cluster and prolonging the network lifetime. A fitness 

function is defined to balance the energy consumption in 

every cluster according to the residual energy and positions 

of nodes. In every round the node called auxiliary cluster-

head calculates the position of the clusterhead using 

Bacterial Foraging Optimization Algorithm (BFOA). After 

aggregating the data received, the cluster-head node decides 

whether to choose another cluster-head as the next hop for 

delivering the messages or to send the data to the base 

station directly,  using Dijkstra algorithm to compute an 

optimal path. The performance of LEICP is compared with 

that of LEACH.LEICP had prolonged  the lifetime of the 

sensor network by about 62.28% compared with LEACH 

and acquire uniform number of cluster-heads and messages 

in the network.In Unequally Clustered Multihop Routing 

(UCMR)[31] protocol where each cluster has a different 

cluster size, based on its distance with reference to base 

station. In order to minimize the energy consumption of 

network and to improve the overall network performance 

the multi-hop routing with using Dijkstra’s shortest path 

algorithm is used for intracluster and intercluster 

transmission. 

 

III.  PROPOSED TRUST MODEL 

 

In DI-TRUST model, a new 2-tier clustering routing 

procedure have been proposed. From hierarchical routing 

procedure point of view,the above model is same as 

LEACH model. But internal procedures with regard to 

security and energy efficiency is different.  

A. Energy Model 

Energy model has a profound role on the lifetime of a wsn. 

Generally,two types of energy models are suitable for 

wsns.[9] 

Two types of Energy Models in case of WSNs 

a) First Order Radio Energy Model 

b) Realistic Radio Model 
 

 

LEACH protocol uses First-Order Radio energy model 

whose working model is as shown in Figure5. 

 

   

                                                                                                                                   

 

                                                                                           
k-bit  

packet 

 

           

     

          

  
                                   

 

 

[Fig5. First Order Radio Energy Model] 

The dissipation energy of a radio for transmission of a k-bit 

message over a distance dis with an acceptable Signal-to-

Noise Ratio (SNR) is as given in equation2. 

 

ERX(k,dis)=  ------(2) 

 

where Eelc= Energy dissipated per bit to run the transmitter 

or the receiver circuit 

Efs  and Emp=Energy of transmitter amplifier models 

dis=The distance between the communicating nodes 

Cross Over distance(d0)= . 

For the receive of  a k-bit message,the energy expenditure 

by the radio(ERX)=k*Eelc. 

 

B. Overall Construction of Proposed Model 

 

Overall construction of the proposed scheme is in Fig6. 

 
[Fig 6. Steps of proposed DI-TRUST model] 

 

In the proposed DI-TRUST model,it has been assumed that 

the sink node will send multiple number of dummy packets 

to each of the nodes of the network initially. Since ,our 

model's underlying network uses TCP protocol, it  has 

assumed that there should have been acknowledgement 

(ACK)packets transmmittd from the receiver back to the 

sender end. Hence, with respect to the above, the sink node 

should receive the acknowledgement (ACK)packets in 

response to each of the data(dummy) packets which it has 

sent from itself to each of the nodes of the sensor network. 

We have taken a universal trust vector for the whole sensor 

network, each entry of which  will be set integer values(-ve 

or +ve integers) representing trustworthiness of the nodes of 

the network. The next issue is how the values of the above 

vector will be set . To resolve this issue,in our model, we 

have taken the parameter of the number of 

acknwoledgement received by the sink node from each of 

the nodes of the sensor network to which it already has sent 

multiple (say N) dummy packets.Initially,let us assume that 

all entries of the trust vector as 0's.After a successful 

receive of ACK packet from a particular node, the trust 

entry for that particular node in the trust vector will be 

increased by 1 whereas the inverse will be done (i.e. trust 

value will be decreased by 1)after the sink will not receive 

the ACK packets within a stipulated time. The trust vector 

will be updated at each step and after finishing all the above 

dummy-ACK packet transfer and corresponding updation of 

trust vector, the sink node will deselect all nodes with -ve 

trust entries in the trust vector to become the cluster head. 

All the above steps will be performed prior to the set-up and 

steady-state phase of 

hierarchical routing 

protocol.  
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After set-up phase will begin , our model will first of all 

check the trust entries in the trust vector and if it is -ve, then 

we have assumed for that node to be discarded for being a 

cluster head. After finishing set-up phase, (the sensor 

network now has found  it's clusters  and associated  cluster 

heads for that particular round) the network will be in 

steady-state phase in which actual data transmission will 

begin within nodes of clusters 

in response to an event. At the instance of an event, the 

nearby sensor nodes will forward the information regarding 

the event to the cluster head through intermediate route and 

cluster head after doing suitable refinements and 

aggregation will forward the same directly to the sink. 

During the above intracluster routing process also, we have 

implemented trust vector. We have defined separate trust 

vectors for  different clusters. Here, the size of intracluster 

trust vector is as per the size (no of member nodes)of a 

cluster. Suppose, no of clusters in a round of hierarchical 

routing protocol is NS, then for NS different clusters, we 

have defined NS number of trust vectors(let us name them 

asT1,T2,...Tns). The no of members  of each of these 

clusters is not uniform. Hence trust vector size for them is 

not same. For example, if number of nodes in the cluster T1 

is N1, then trust vector for that cluster is T1(N1) and 

correspondingly trust vector for the  cluster k, of size Nk is 

Tk(Nk)  and so on.. The different trust vectors will be 

updated differently since data routing will occur within the 

nodes of a particular cluster at any instance of event 

occurence. 

In every round after the SET-Up phase, the 

network may left with some nodes which do not belong to 

any cluster. By taking those isolated nodes,a weighted 

graph will be defined. Also, the sink node will be defined as 

one of the above graph. Out of all  those isolated nodes, 

some may be nearby sink and some may be far away. That 

is the only reason to consider the sink as one of the nodes of 

the above graph. Now, in the instance of sensing the 

presence of an event by an isolated node, the information 

will be sent from the above node to the sink by using  

Dijkstra Shortest Path algorithm. In this case, the source 

node is the sensed node and destination is the sink node. If, 

out of every  nearby neighbour, sink node is the nearest 

node, message will directly flow to sink, otherwise, the best 

cost route will be choosen from source node to that of the 

sink. 

If nearby node of an event  is a cluster member, then 

message will flow from that node to the cluster head using 

either MultiPath routing or 3-Phase routing depending on a 

probability value similar to that of the LEACH protocol. 

While routing within a cluster, the suitable entries in the 

trust vector will be checked and if trust entry is permittable, 

then only  routing takes place to the cluster head and trust 

vector will be updated appropriately. 

 

C. Simulation Results 

 

DI-TRUST has been simulated in MATLAB[36].The 

different parameters for the simulation is as given in 

following table1 . 

Parameter Name Value 

Simulation tools used  MATLAB 

Node Deployment Area 100m X 100m 

Simulation Stopping 

Criteria 

Till number of dead 

nodes=5 

Initial Energy/Node)  

(in Joules) 

1.0 

Energy for Data 

Aggregation(EDA)  

5 nJ/bit/message 

Multi-path Fading (Emp)  

Transmitter Electronics 

(ETx−elec) 

Receiver Electronics 

(ERx−elec) 

(ETx−elec = ERx−elec = 

Eelec) 

 50 nJ/bit 

Free Space (E_fs)  10 pJ/bit/m2 

Percentage of Cluster 

Heads 

5% 

Relative Position of BS  (50,50) 

Packet Size 4000  

Number of Nodes 

(Excluding BS) 

3 to 100(randomly 

deployed) 

Proposed Approach 

Compared with : 

 

LEACH,LEACH-C 

 

[Table1. Simulation Parameters] 

 

The simulation results are as shown in Fig7 to Fig9.As can 

be seen from the results shown in figures, DI-TRUST 

shows better performance in terms of energy savings, 

network lfetime, no of alive nodes per round etc. alongwith 

maintaining security against blackhole attacks by using trust 

vectors. Hence, the proposed  model can be considered as 

an improved energy efficient trust managed version of 

LEACH for wsns.  

 

 
[Fig7. No.of Alive nodes Vs Simulation Time] 

 

 
[Fig8. Execution Time comparison of  Leach,Leach-

C,DI-TRUST] 
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[Fig9. Total Energy Consumption Vs time] 

 

 

IV.  CONCLUSION 

 

In the proposed model,DIJKSTRA ALGORITHM have 

been implemented within the traditional steady-state phase 

to compromise the delay introduced due to trust calculation 

at various steps of the routing process. It is found that after 

introducing trust computation step also,the algorithm gives 

efficient routing results. Hence,the DI-TRUST model can 

be used as an efficient trust-based routing model retaining 

the security of the network.It has assumed that all cluster 

head will send their aggregated data directly to the sink. 

But, this may not be suitable for all cases. The cluster head 

which is nearer to the sink can send faster comparatively 

with that of the remote cluster heads. Also,the  proposed 

model is cofined upto 100 nodes.In future, the above can be 

experimented for a large network consisting of more than 

100 nodes. With the exclusion of above cases,the model 

gives efficient results in terms of various parameters(w.r.t 

routing as well as security) in comparison to that of the 

LEACH protocol. 
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